Abstract : This paper deals with the vehicle routing problem involved with fuzzy/imprecise vehicle travel times and customer service times, these fuzzy/imprecise times are represented as fuzzy numbers and interpreted as possibility distributions. According to the same consideration as the stochastic programming with recourse, we treate the influence of the fuzziness of travel times and service times as recourse cost. and solve the fuzzy vehicle routing problem through twostage decisions. As the result, a two-stage possibilistic programming model is formulated. By choosing an appropriate definition of fuzzy mean, we can show that the proposed model is equivalent to an ordinary crisp programming problem. Furthermore, We propose a solution method based on Ant Colony System (ACS) to obttain the best solution of the problem. Finally, some examples are given to illustrate the two-stage model and the solution algorithm.
Introduction
The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) holds a central place in logistics management. It is essential for transportation service providers that want to improve service and increase reactivity, particularly when cost is a primary factor. A typical vehicle routing problem requires one to design least cost routes from one depot to a set of geographically scattered points (cities, stores, warehouses, schools, customers etc) [1] .
Although a great number of models and solution methods for solving vehicle routing problems, almost of them arise from deterministic mathematical models and all the factors involved in the problems must be known exactly. Unfortunately, real world situations are often not so deterministic. There are many cases that the imprecision/uncertainty concerning level of demand, location, timing, length of travel times, etc. must be taken into account.
To deal with imprecision/uncertainty, stochastic approaches have been used since 1950s for decision models where some of the data incorporated into the objective or constraints is uncertain and the uncertainty is characterized by a probability distribution. As a number of stochastic models and methods have been proposed in many application fields [2] , they have still limited in solving practical problems because they are: (1) lack of computational efficiency and (2) inflexible probabilistic doctrines that might not be able to model the real imprecise meaning of decision makers.
Fuzzy set theory has provided a new research direction of both concepts and methodologies to formulate and solve mathematical programming and decision-making problems of real world. Fuzzy approaches are considered more efficient and meaningful than stochastic approaches [3] , [4] . Fuzzy approaches have been applied to formulate and solve production scheduling problems of real world since the late 1970s [5] . Meanwhile, many efforts have also been made towards fuzzy vehicle routing problems.
Dubois and Prade [6] first introduced the fuzzy shortest-path problem in 1980. This problem has further been investigated by other researchers and generalized to a variety of situations [7] - [11] . Cheng and Gen [12] proposed a genetic algorithm to solve the fuzzy vehicle routing problem that fuzzy due-time is given as a triangular fuzzy number and the objectives are to minimize the fleet size of vehicles, maximize the average grade of satisfaction over customers, and minimize total travel distance and total waiting time for vehicles.
Recent years, new trends have been seen in the studies of fuzzy vehicle routing. Some researchers proposed mathematical models and solution methods to consider multi-depot vehicle routing problem with time windows [13] , [14] . These studies supposed that depots must serve customers between their fuzzy time windows with vehicles having different capacities, velocities, and costs.
Mohammad et al. [15] addressed the fuzzy version of Capacitated Location Routing Problem (CLRP), that consider opening costs for depots, limited capacities of vehicles and a set of customers with known demands. There are some potential nodes to locate depots, fuzzy travel times between nodes, and also a time window to meet the demand of each customer. Seyed et al. [16] considered fuzzy vehicle routing problem in supply chain management and proposed a dynamic solving strategy to multi-objective dynamic vehicle routing problem with fuzzy travel times and customers' satisfaction.
From the viewpoint of methodology, meta-heuristic approaches such as Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithms (GA), Tabu Search (TS), Neural Network and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) have been reported and applied to vehicle routing problems. Among these meta-heuristic approaches, Ant System (AS) is a new distributed meta-heuristic first introduced by Colorni et al. [17] . The AS is based on the behavior of real ants searching for food. Dorigo et al. [18] , [19] further developed the Ant Colony System (ACS) to improve the performance of AS. They used a different state transition rule and added a local pheromone updating rule.
ACS algorithms have been applied to many combinatorial problems successfully, including traveling salesman problem, quadratic assignment problem, job-shop scheduling, vehicle routing problem, sequential ordering problem and graph coloring problem. The earliest study that used AS to solve the VRP was that of Bullnheimer et al. [20] . They presented a hybrid ant system algorithm with the 2-opt and the saving algorithm for a vehicle routing problem. Furthermore, Chen and Ting [21] , Yu et al. [22] and Martin etc. [23] improved the application of ant colony system algorithms to vehicle routing problems through proposing new pheromone updating rules, diverse local search approaches, and a mutation operation.
Although various fuzzy vehicle routing problems has attracted many scholars' attention and many literatures have been published, there remains a lot of issues to be address further. One important issue is so-called the problems of explosion of fuzziness, which come from fuzzy systems where the number of fuzzy rules may exponentially increases as the number of the input variables of the system increases. For fuzzy vehicle routing problems, the explosion of fuzziness means that it takes too much computing time to solve any but the simplest problems because of curse of dimensionality. This problem do seriously hinder the applications of fuzzy vehicle routing models. This paper deals with the vehicle routing problem involved with fuzzy/imprecise vehicle travel times and customer service times, and proposes a solution method based on ant colony syetem. Different from other researches published so far, this study aims at proposing an efficient method for fuzzy vehicle routing problems and make the following two contributions:
(1) We formulate a two-stage possibilistic programming model for fuzzy vehicle routing problems. This model can not only consider fuzzy/imprecise travel times and service times but also be reduced to an ordinary crisp problem. It can be solved efficiently and therefore, the drawback of fuzzy vehicle routing problems in computational times can be overcome largely.
(2) We propose a solution method based on ant colony system and give some computational experiment results. Through these experiment results, it can be confirmed that the proposed model and the solution method is applicable to comparatively large problems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the fuzzy vehicle routing problem considered here. In section 3 and section 4, a two-stage possibilistic programming model of the considered problem is formulated, where fuzzy/imprecise times are represented as fuzzy numbers and interpreted as possibility distributions. In section 5, we introduce the generalized mean value of a fuzzy number to calculate fuzzy mean value and then convert the two-stage model of the problem into its equivalent crisp problem. Furthermore, we propose a solution method based on ant colony syetem in section 6. Finally section 7 shows some computational experiment results to illustrate the proposed model and the solution method.
Problem Description
The fuzzy vehicle routing problem considered in this paper is specified as follows:
(1) There is one central depot. One delivery vehicle in the fleet starts from the central depot, traverses n (n > 1) customers to pick up and/or delivery passengers or products, and returns to the central depot. Customers are indexed from 1 to n and the central depot is denoted by 0.
(2) Suppose that the total size of deliveries for customers does not exceed the delivery capacity of the vehicle, we do not consider the vehicle capacity constraint explicitly.
, which is an exact number and also
(4) The direct travel time from one customer to another cannot be known exactly because of traffic congestion and other uncertain factors. Without loss of generality, we assume that the travel time from customer i to j is described by a normalized triangular fuzzy number
(5) As the delivery quantities or requirements from customers are different from each other, the service time at each customer cannot be known exactly either. We denote the service time at customer i as st(i)
is also a normalized triangular fuzzy number and its membership function is µ st(i) (x). st(0)=0.
(6) The delivery to customer i is constrained to be started at the time bt(i) (i = 1, 2, · · · , n), which is a crisp number being known in accordance with the agreements with customers.
(7)
A delivery must be made to each customer exactly once and the vehicle is always available.
(8)
The objective is to find the optimal route for the vehicle to minimize the total cost, which is the weighted sum of the total travel distance of the vehicle and penalties for tardiness, earliness to the specified service beginning times.
One Stage Model

Description of Delivery Routes
We denote the delivery route for the vehicle by an n-
) where x k represents the kth delivered customer, and x 0 , x n+1 denote the central depot 0, i.e. x 0 = x n+1 = 0.
Fuzzy Tardiness and Earliness
Denote the arriving time at customer x k by at(x k ), the earliness E(x k ) associated with customer x k is the time that the vehicle arrived at the customer earlier than the specified service beginning time bt(x k ), and we define it as:
We also define the tardiness T (x k ) associated with customer x k as the following equation (2). It means the time that the vehicle arrived at the customer later than the specified service beginning time bt(x k ).
Calculation of Arriving Time
Give a delivery route x = (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n , x n+1 ), the arriving time at(x k ) at customer x k can be calculated as:
As st(x k−1 ) and tt(x k−1 , x k ) are fuzzy numbers, at(x k ) is also a fuzzy number instead of a crisp number.
One Stage Model
Let w > 0 be a unit cost with respect to travel distance, p(x k ) > 0 and q(x k ) > 0 be a unit penalty to earliness and tardiness respectively associated with customer x k (k = 1, 2, · · · , n). We give a one-stage possibilistic programming model for the fuzzy vehicle routing problem as the following. Here we call it One stage Model (Problem OSM)
Subject to :
at(
Except for the fuzzy variables, equations (5)- (9) have the same formation as the corresponding crisp vehicle routing problems. We can thus consider it as the extension of crisp vehicle routing problems to fuzzy cases. Since the fuzziness/uncertainty in vehicle travel times and customer service times are interpreted as possibility distributions, we have to solve the one-stage fuzzy vehicle routing problem by using a possibilistic programming approach.
Note that even if st(x k−1 ) and tt(x k−1 , x k ) are normalized triangular fuzzy numbers, E(x k ) and T (x k ) are not always normalized triangular fuzzy numbers, because they are calculated using the "max" operator of equations (1) and (2) . If E(x k ) and T (x k ) are not normalized triangular fuzzy numbers, there is not a simple way to calculate the value of objective function of equation (5), except to calculate them based on α-level cuts of E(x k ) and T (x k ) for every α. It is obvious that the computational complexity called fuzzy explosion is involved here and we have to find an efficient way to calculate the value of fuzzy variables and determine the "Fuzzy Minimize" of equation (5).
Two Stage Model
Mode of Fuzzy Number
Generally, the mode is the most frequently occurring value in a set of discrete data. The mode of a fuzzy number is the value or the median of values corresponding to the membership function value 1.
Let M(t) be the operator to calculate the mode of fuzzy number t and t a be its mode, i.e., t a = M(t). t can be rewritten as the following equation (10) . An example is shown in Figure 1 .
where t a is a crisp value representing the most possible value of t. t f is a fuzzy number with mode 0 (M(t f ) = 0) and means the difference of t from its most possible value t a .
Fig. 1 Triangular fuzzy number
According to equation (10), the fuzzy travel time tt(x k−1 , x k ) and the fuzzy service time st(x k ) can be described as:
where
and st f (x k ) represent a measure of the degree of fuzziness of vehicle travel times and customer service times. At the following of this study, we call tt f (x k−1 , x k ) and st f (x k ) the spread of the fuzzy travel time tt(x k−1 , x k ) and the fuzzy service time st(x k ) respectively.
Simultaneously, the arriving time at(x k ) at customer x k can also be described as:
First Stage Problem (FSP)
If we take only tt a (x k−1 , x k ), st a (x k ) and at a (x k ) into consideration, the tardiness and earliness for customer x k can be redefined as
We can also calculate the mode at a (x k ) of arriving time at(x k ) at customer x k as:
Considering only E a (x k ) and T a (x k ), we can formulate a crisp vehicle routing problem as the following equations (18)- (22), here we call it First stage Problem (Problem FSP).
Recourse Cost
Based on the same consideration as the stochastic programming with recourse [2] , we can first solve the first stage problem (FSP) described above and obtain a delivery plan. Then, at the second stage, once the delivery plan obtained at the first stage is carried out, we need make corrections or recourse actions on the delivery plan, because the realization of the fuzzy travel times and fuzzy service times differ from their mode or most possible values of them. These corrections or recourse actions should be made at minimal costs. Concretely, due to the spread tt f (x k−1 , x k ) of the fuzzy travel time tt(x k−1 , x k ) and the spread st f (x k ) of the fuzzy service time st(x k ), arriving time at(x k ) at customer x k differs from its mode at a (x k ) and this difference, denoted as at f (x k ) in equation(13), can be calculated as:
The difference in the arriving time at(x k ) at customer x k leads to the difference in tardiness and earliness. Denoting the difference in tardiness and earliness for customer x k by T f (x k ) and E f (x k ) respectively, we define T f (x k ) and E f (x k ) as: (25) Let u(x k ) > 0 and v(x k ) > 0 be the penalty or cost for a unit difference in earliness and tardiness of customer x k respectively. The recourse cost can then be calculated as:
Two-Stage Model
For each possible realization of the fuzzy travel times and fuzzy service times, we can decide a correction or a recourse action of the minimum recourse cost; weighted with their respective possibilities, a mean cost can be computed. This mean cost is indeed the mean recourse cost corresponding to a delivery plan obtained at the first stage. Although the mean recourse cost is the mean value in the fuzzy sense, a widely accepted definition about fuzzy mean values does not exist yet. We first denote it as "Fuzzy Mean" formally and discuss how to calculate it later. The criterion to choose a delivery plan thus becomes the minimal total cost, consisting of the direct cost in the first stage and the mean recourse cost in the second stage. We propose the formulation of the two-stage fuzzy vehicle routing problem as follows, called Two-stage Model (Problem TSM).
and at f (x k ) are normalized triangular fuzzy numbers with mode 0, T f (x k ) and E f (x k ) are always normalized triangular fuzzy numbers. It is very easy to calculate the weighted summation of T f (x k ) and E f (x k ) in equations (27) and therefore, we can avoid the computational complexity called fuzzy explosion involved in the one-stage model of equations (5)-(9).
Equivalent Problem of Two-Stage Model
Fuzzy Mean and GMV
As the two-stage scheduling problem of equations (27)- (34) includes the "Fuzzy Mean", we have to decide how to define it before discussing the solution procedure of the problem.
Lee and Li [24] proposed the generalized mean value (GMV) of a fuzzy number based on the probability measure of fuzzy events. If the probability distribution for fuzzy events is uniform distribution, the generalized mean value of fuzzy number t, its membership function is µ t , is defined as: (35) where S is the support of fuzzy number t. Equation (35) gives the centroid or geometric center of the membership function geometrically.
Using the GMV to define the "Fuzzy Mean", equation (27) becomes:
Equivalent Problem of TSM
If t is a normalized triangular fuzzy number (TFN), t = ⟨a, b, c⟩ (see figure 1) , its GMV can be obtained as:
As tt f (x k−1 , x k ) and st f (x k ) are normalized triangular fuzzy numbers with mode 0, we have
According to equations (23), (38) and (39), at f (x k ) can be rewritten as:
As at f (x k ) is a fuzzy number with mode 0 and satisfies
According to equation (37), the GMV of T f (x k ) and E f (x k ) can be calculated as:
Substituting equation (44) into equation (36), we can rewrite the equivalent problem of TSM (Equivalent Problem of TSM) [25] as the following:
Subject to
That is, when the travel times and service times can be represented as triangular fuzzy numbers and the GMV is used to define the fuzzy mean, the two-stage fuzzy vehicle routing problem TSM of equations (27)-(34) reduces to an ordinary crisp problem. We can obtain its solution by using any existing algorithms, such as branch-and-bound method, genetic and evolutionary algorithms, and other methods proposed so far. Therefore, we need not to develop any new algorithm especially for the fuzzy vehicle routing problem.
ACS Based Soltution Method
We propose an algorithm to obtain solution of the equivalent problem of equations (45)- (52); it is based on the ACS algorithm proposed by Dorigo and Gambardella [18] . The procedures of our algorithm are described as follows:
Give an appropriate value to r 0 (0 < r 0 < 1), α and β (0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1), ψ and ρ (0 ≤ ψ, ρ ≤ 1) respectively.
[
Step 2 ] Solution initialization.
[ (45) corresponding to x 0 .
[Step 2.2 ] Set the initial pheromone level as
[Step 2.3 ] Place m(m > 1) ants to the central depot C 0 , and define the set of customers that remain to be visited by ant
Step 3 ] Solution construction. For each ant k, set i = C 0 (denoting the customer where ant k is currently in), repeat Step 3.1 to Step 3.3 until ant k has completed its solution (N k = Φ).
[Step 3.1 ] Generate a random number r (r ∈ [0, 1]), choose the customer j to be visited after customer i by applying the pseudo-random-proportional rule given by following equation (53):
where η(i, h) is the visibility of customer h from customer i given by in following equation (54):
and s(s ∈ N k ) is a customer selected according to the probability p(i, s) given in following equation (55):
[Step 3.2 ] Change the pheromone level by applying the local updating rule of equation (56):
[Step 3.3 ] Remove customer j from N k and set i = j as the current customer. Then return to Step 3.1.
Step 4 ] Global updatingthe of pheromone level. Denote the global best solution as x gb and the objective value of equation (45) corresponds to x * is f gb . Modify the pheromone level by applying the global updating rule of equation (57):
Step 5 ] Judgment on stopping.
If the stopping criterion (maximum number of iterations, G, in this paper) is met, then stop and output the best solution. Otherwise, go back Step 2.
Computational Experiment
Computation Efficiency
To illustrate computational efficiency of the proposed model and the solution method, we generated 20 examples of threecustomer fuzzy vehicle routing problem. The direct distances and the triangular fuzzy travel times between every two customers, the triangular fuzzy service times and the specified service beginning times for each customer are generated randomly from uniform discrete distributions. The weights in objection function of equation (27) or (45) are set as w = 1.0, Table 1 shows the comparison result between the solutions obtained by using the proposed ACS based method and the optimal solutions for the 20 examples. The optimal solutions are obtained by applying the enumerating method. Parameters of the proposed algorithm are set as r 0 = 0.3, α = 1, β = 0.5, ψ = 0.9, ρ = 0.2 and m (the number of ants) is set as m = n. From the computational results shown in table 1, it was observed that:
(1) Applying the proposed ACS based solution method, we obtained the optimal solutions for 19 out of 20 computational examples and stherefore the proposed method is effective to small problems.
(2) Although iteration number to repeat step 2 to step 4 was set to G=500, the proposed mthod gave the optimal or best solution at only the first iteration. It suggested that the proposed algorithm is very efficient to give problems' solution and on the other hand, it is necessary to improve the algorithm to enable it to escape from the local optimal solution.
Computation Time
The proposed algorithm was coded in Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and executed on a PC equipped with 2GB of RAM and an Intel Pentium processor Extreme Edition running at 3.2GHz. Set n=10, 20, 30, 40 and 50, We generated every 5 examples for n-customer fuzzy vehicle routing problem. Choosing the parameter as same as previous section, the best solutions of these computational examples was obtained, and average of computation times were summarized in figure 2. (1) The computation times shown in a line graph in figure 2 are run times for 500 iterations. Although computation times get longer when the number of the customers increases, the proposed algorithm can give the best solution for the big problems of 50 customers in 290 seconds, and therefore it was competitive with respect to computation time.
(2) As shown by the bar graph and vertical axis on right side of figure 2 , the minimum number of iterations to give the best solutions of every five examples is in the range from 4 to 36. Even the problems are big ones of 50 customers; the best solutions are obtained by 32 iterations. Considering the necessary iterations, the computation times can further be shortened largely.
Concluding Remarks
For those situations when the manager cannot exactly specify travel times and service times as either deterministic numbers or probabilistic random variables, it is natural and realistic to express the travel times and service time times as fuzzy numbers. This study dealt with fuzzy vehicle routing problems and proposed a two-stage approach to solve the problems. The underlying consideration and idea is essentially identical to the stochastic programming with recourse. That is, the problem was solved through two-stage decisions and the influence of the fuzziness of travel times and service times were treated as recourse cost. As the result, the decision cost for the mode of fuzzy tardiness and earliness, and the penalties for their spread are reflected into the objective function separately. By choosing an appropriate definition of fuzzy mean, the two-stage fuzzy model can be reduced to an ordinary crisp vehicle routing problem with a linear objective function. Thus, its solution can be obtained easily using the proposed ACS based algorithm.
Through numerical examples, we have shown that:
(1) The proposed two-stage model can take the fuzzy times into consideration and give its solutions that are different from the problem without considering the fuzziness of travel times and service times.
(2) The proposed two-stage approach can avoid the computational complexity involved with calculating the summation of non-normalized fuzzy variables and comparing the nonnormalized fuzzy objective values; it has a computational advantage over the one-stage approach.
(3) The proposed ACS based algorithm is effective to small problems and competitive with respect to computation time.
Like other ACS algorithms, the proposed ACS based algorithm must be improved to enable it to escape from local optimal solutions and solution quality should be confirmed by comparation of the proposed algorithm with some optimization methods or meta-heuristic like Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithms (GA) .
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